
 PAINT ON PLASTIC

GRIMGERDE
1/100 IRON BLOODED ORPHANS
BY LINCOLN WRIGHT

1. BASE COLORS: Gaia Notes 028 Stone Green / Tamiya  TS-7 Racing White / Mr. Hobby UG09 MS Gray
2. CHIPPING: Ammo by Mig AMIG044 Chipping / Ammo by Mig AMIG063 RLM 76 Pale Grey / Ammo by Mig AMIG195 Silver
3. WEATHERING: Ammo by Mig  AMIG1009 Starship Wash
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WHY THE GRIMGERDE?
The model is very aesthetically pleasing, athletic, lean, long limbs yet angular and 

pointy. I had this one in my stash simply because it was a model I was interested in 

bringing to life.

PURPOSE AND GOAL
When the invitation to do a Weathering Demonstration at GBWC 2017 Sydney came 

through, I immediately accepted and given the short time frame to prepare, started 

looking through my stash for something that would be suitable for a quick project and 

nicely visible to a large audience. Grimgerde was a perfect choice, its a very fast and 

easy build and with large, angular armour plates, it’s perfect for weathering.

The Goal for this Grimgerde Project was to do a relatively fast and simple paint scheme 

that would appeal to a wide audience and stick to a limited range of Weathering 

Products to make it easy for people new to the either the hobby or weathering to 

purchase and try out for themselves.

BASE PAINTS
Nothing fancy and everything was for speed for the paint steps. All armour parts were 

primed with Tamiya Fine Primer via rattle can. Airbrush for the main armour pieces, 

spraying them Gaia Notes Stone Green through a MAX-3 Dual Action Airbrush by 

Sparmax. The White Armour was sprayed with Tamiya Racing White via a rattle can. The 

dark grey metallics were hand brushed with Mr. Hobby MS Grey.
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WEATHERING STEPS AND PRODUCTS 
A very simple weathering process for the Grimgerde to accentuate the shape and add visual detail. All Stone Green and White 

Armour plates were “chipped” with AMMO by Mig Jimenez Chipping Acrylic Paint via flat brush, sponge and pointed brush as can 

be seen in the video tutorial. Next the chips were highlighted with AMMO by Mig Jimenez RLM 76 Pale Grey Acrylic Paint. The dark 

metallic armour pieces were chipped with AMMO by Mig Jimenez Silver Acrylic Paint. Lastly, AMMO by Mig Jimenez Starship Wash 

was applied to the recessed details and cleaned with Enamel Odourless Thinners.

LINC’S THOUGHTS ON THE PROJECT
Overall I am very happy with this project and it went together very well. I absolutely love the Gaia Notes Stone Green colour and am 

most pleased to have had an opportunity to use it. The Grimgerde model has a “French Knight Mecha” design to my eye and this 

colour seems to fit my idea well. The model was a joy to build and the large scale impressive. One small thing, well 2 small 

things… the feet! Why does the Grimgerde have such tiny feet? I can’t help but think to balance the shoulders and overall structure 

that it could benefit from the feet being upsized a little but that’s a very, very minor and personal opinion.©2017 Lincoln Wright


